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We will analyze what it is rhetoric. This is a science that is engaged in the management of speech
activities, its effectiveness, it studies the conditions and forms of efficient communication. Helps at
presentations of goods and services.
The principle of its work is based on certain laws.
The main law stepped sequence. The basis of cycles providing unity of speech activity,
systematically, it is associated with the preparation of speech. Why learn rhetoric?
Oratoric art will help:
unmistakable construction of oral statement;
creating a rich vocabulary and competent speech;
use of literary techniques;
holding smooth voice sounding;
beautiful expression using emotional notes;
strikes out the speech of parasites and tautologies;
A clear and understandable pronunciation of words.
Children will not be able to surprise with cruise expressions or talk with controlled intonation. If you
do this since childhood, then the child will develop oratoric abilities and for school years it will
become an interesting interlocutor. Rhetoric helps competently talk
With the help of the right diction, it is easier to communicate with peers, to convey to a person the
correct idea. How to prepare for a public speech?
To properly draw up the speech, you need to adhere to the rules. Each rule rhetoric section:
The intention is directed to think to solve the task.
Disposion correctly distribute thought.
Ellocation Language clearance of prepared speech.
Memorial feature memorization of speech speech.
Before the performance, formulate hypotheses (speech thoughts). The more the amount of
reflection and knowledge, the more inspiration comes. If the topic was able to hook a speaker, she
hooked the listeners.
Work on speech. Think, look for information and arguments. For several days you can create a
serious base based on ideas and facts.
The mood of the listeners depends on the time and location of the speech. In the domestic

conditions, a person seriously perceives information, and in a large audience the topic will seem
boring. It is necessary to create a situation that will remove those present on the speech from the
routine, will send thoughts and actions in a disposal direction. How to choose the subject?
It is necessary to choose the topic that can be developed in the process of performances.
Information should be important to the audience. How to perform, get acquainted with interests,
education, education, classes.
The interest of the public depends on the factors:
Interests of listeners;
group and topical;
Specific and novelty themes;
Pledged conflict elements.
Consider each factor separately.

